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Abstract. Open data is really taking off in biology, and as such, users are helpfully gathering related datasets 10 

into various databases. But humans are forgetful beings (we are, at least). In light of this flaw, we have created 11 

a database integrating biological databases within a single spreadsheet, the Database of Biological Databases 12 

(DADBOD). We believe this resource will greatly aid researchers in finding the databases they need to keep 13 

doing great science.  14 

 15 

Background 16 

In recognition of the importance to science of open data, and the hard work researchers are putting into 17 

organizing it, cataloguing it, and making it more readily accessible for fun new purposes, we present the 18 

Database of Biological Databases, or DADBOD. Open data is a wonderful thing. If you're anything like us, who 19 

get excited about a new database, only to forget about it within the hour and every few months have the 20 

memory of it flash brightly for brief seconds before forgetting it again, the DADBOD will be of great service.  21 

 22 

Methods 23 

To create the DADBOD, we conducted a systematic search of Web of Science and Twitter using the keywords 24 

"biological" and "data". We obtained literally hundreds of thousands of hits, which we haphazardly screened 25 

for relevance. Many results, if not most, were irrelevant. We didn't include those in the DADBOD. We elected 26 

to include databases on biological subjects based on personal preference—users will quickly discern that 27 

DADBOD entries have a distinct ecology & evolution flavor. We are, however, very willing to expand the scope 28 

of the DADBOD, if someone else is willing to do the work. So willing in fact, that the DADBOD spreadsheet is 29 

fully editable by the community, in true keeping with the spirit of open data. 30 
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Data Records & Validation 31 

The DADBOD presently has 13 records, which will be increased as more biological databases trickle onto the 32 

internet, and when we feel like updating it. We clicked all the links several times to ensure that they're active. 33 

They are. The DADBOD is ready to use! 34 

 35 

Conclusion 36 

The DADBOD is pretty straightforward, and has few limitations. We note, however, that if users forget about 37 

the DADBOD, they may find themselves back in familiar territory—square one. We have taken steps to reduce 38 

the likelihood of this happening, mainly by making the DADBOD available as an easily bookmarked Google 39 

Sheet; and by naming it DADBOD, which we think is funny, and therefore unforgettable. The DADBOD has 40 

already proven helpful for our own purposes, and we hope that the wider scientific community will benefit 41 

from this invaluable and irreverent resource as well. 42 
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